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Let X, X , X , . . . be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables such that EX s 0, let1 2
Z be a random variable possessing a stable distribution G with exponent a ,
1 - a F 2, assume the distribution of X is attracted to G, and set S s Xn 1
q ??? qX . We prove thatn
p Ža prŽayp..Ž rr py1.rr py2 1r p yŽa prŽayp..Ž rr py1.< < < <n P S G « n ; « E ZŽ .Ý n r y pnG1
as « o 0,
for 1 F p - r - a , under the additional assumption that there is normal attraction
to G, and that
1 a p
1r p< <P S G « n ; ylog « as « o 0,Ž .Ž .Ý nn a y pnG1
for 1 F p - a .
We close with a related result for the limiting case a s r s p s 2. Q 2000
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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
Throughout this paper X, X , X , . . . is a sequence of i.i.d. random1 2
variables, F is the distribution of X, and S s X q ??? qX . Hsu andn 1 n
w x w xRobbins 10 and Erdos 5, 6 showed that˝
< <P S G « n - ‘, « ) 0,Ž .Ý n
nG1
2 w xif and only if EX s 0 and EX - ‘. Later, Spitzer 17 proved that
1
< <P S G « n - ‘, « ) 0, 1.1Ž .Ž .Ý nnnG1
< <if and only if EX s 0 and E X - ‘. Relying heavily on the techniques of
w x w x Ž .Erdos and Spitzer, Katz 12 and Baum and Katz 1 generalized 1.1 and˝
proved that, for p - 2 and r G p,
rr py2 < < 1r pn P S G « n - ‘, « ) 0, 1.2Ž .Ž .Ý n
nG1
< < rif and only if E X - ‘, and, when r G 1, EX s 0.
There have been extensions in various directions of the Hsu]Robbins]
w xErdos and Baum]Katz theorems. Heyde 9 proved that˝
2 < < 2lim « P S G « n s EX 1.3Ž .Ž .Ý n
«o0 nG1
2 w xwhenever EX s 0 and EX - ‘, and Chen 2 proved an analogous result
Ž .providing precise asymptotics as « o 0 of the series in 1.2 , under the
w xassumption of at least finite variance. Later, Spataru 15 strengthened the˘
Hsu]Robbins]Erdos theorem in that he proved that˝
‘
< <P S G « n d« - ‘, l ) 0,Ž .ÝH nž /
l nG1
2 w xif and only if EX s 0 and EX - ‘. In 16 Spataru proved that if EX s 0˘
< <and E X - ‘, and F belongs to the domain of attraction of a nondegen-
erate stable distribution G with characteristic exponent a , 1 - a F 2, i.e.,
that
S rb y a « G as n “ ‘, 1.4Ž .n n n
Ž .for suitable a and b ) 0 where « means weak convergence , thenn n
1 1 a
< <lim P S G « n s . 1.5Ž .Ž .Ý nylog « n a y 1«o0 nG1
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 4 1r aRecall that the normalizing sequence b , n G 1 satisfies b s n h ,n n n
 4where h , n G 1 is slowly varying at infinity in the sense of Karamata;n
w xsee, e.g., Ibragimov and Linnik 11, p. 46 . In the particular case when F
belongs to the normal domain of attraction, b s Cn1r a for some constantn
C ) 0. Since the distribution of a square integrable random variable is
attracted to the normal distribution, it follows, in particular, that if
2 2 Ž .EX s 0 and EX s s - ‘, then independently of s
1 1
< <lim P S G « n s 2. 1.6Ž .Ž .Ý nylog « n«o0 nG1
The purpose of this paper is to present the remaining analogs related to
Ž .1.2 and a result for a ‘‘limiting case.’’ More precisely, the following
results hold.
< <THEOREM 1. Suppose that EX s 0 and E X - ‘ and that F belongs to
the normal domain of attraction of a nondegenerate stable distribution G with
characteristic exponent a , 1 - a F 2. Then, for 1 F p - r - a , we ha¤e
Ža prŽayp..Ž rr py1. rr py2 < < 1r plim « n P S G « nŽ .Ý n
«o0 nG1
p Ža prŽayp..Ž rr py1.< <s E Z , 1.7Ž .
r y p
where Z is a random ¤ariable ha¤ing the distribution G.
COROLLARY 1. If EX s 0 and EX 2 s s 2 - ‘, then
p 2Ž ryp.rŽ2yp.2Ž ryp.rŽ2yp. rr py2 1r p< < < <lim « n P S G « n s E Z ,Ž .Ý n r y p«o0 nG1
where Z has a normal distribution with mean 0 and ¤ariance s 2.
Ž .THEOREM 2. Under the conditions of formula 1.5 we ha¤e, for 1 F
p - a ,
1 1 a p
1r p< <lim P S G « n s . 1.8Ž .Ž .Ý nylog « n a y p«o0 nG1
COROLLARY 2. If EX s 0 and EX 2 - ‘, then
1 1 2 p
1r p< <lim P S G « n s .Ž .Ý nylog « n 2 y p«o0 nG1
Ž . Ž .For p s 1 we thus rediscover formulas 1.5 and 1.6 .
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Conjecture. We believe that Theorem 1 holds as well in case F is
assumed simply to belong to the domain of attraction of G. To get such an
improvement of the theorem, we think that either a different approach or
Ž .the use of an estimate better than 3.6 below is necessary.
ŽThe exponent of « in Theorem 1 can obviously be simplified to a r y
. Ž .p r a y p . We have preferred the above variant, since it shows more
Ž .clearly the importance of the quantity a pr a y p occurring in Theorem 2
Ž .and also of the exponent rrp y 1 rrp y 2 of n in the sums.
a p rŽ .For p s 1, a s 2, and finite variance, we observe that y 1 sa y p p
Ž . 22 r y 1 p 2 as r p 2 and that the limit in Corollary 1 converges to EZ ,
where Z is normally distributed with mean 0; i.e., the result approaches
Ž .continuously Heyde’s result 1.3 .
For p s 1 our findings can also be interpreted as results on convergence
rates in the Kolmogorov strong law of large numbers and for 1 - p - 2 as
results on convergence rates in the Marcinkiewicz]Zygmund strong law.
Ž .For the natural limiting case a s r s p s 2 the sum in 1.7 cannot
w xconverge in view of the central limit theorem. However, Davis 4 proved
that
log n
< < 'P S G « n log n - ‘, « ) 0, 1.9Ž .Ž .Ý nnnG1
if and only if EX s 0 and EX 2 - ‘. For results related to the series in
Ž . w x1.9 , see also 3, 8, 13 . The natural analog to Theorems 1 and 2,
Ž .corresponding to 1.9 , runs as follows.
THEOREM 3. Suppose that EX s 0 and that EX 2 s s 2 - ‘. Then, for
0 F d F 1,
d Ž2 dq2.log n mŽ .
2 dq2 2 dq2< < 'lim « P S G « n log n s s , 1.10Ž .Ž .Ý nn d q 1«o0 nG1
Ž2 dq2. Ž .where m stands for the 2d q 2 th absolute moment of the standard
normal distribution.
In view of the law of the iterated logarithm, there cannot exist any
results corresponding to Theorem 3 with log replaced by log log. However,
1 Ž < < .'since, for example, Ý P S G « n log log n converges when « )nG1 nn
2 2' Ž w xs 2 if and only if EX s 0 and EX s s - ‘ see 3, Theorem 4 for the
w x .sufficiency and 8, Theorem 6.2 for the necessity , one might try to
'investigate the behaviour of the sum as « o s 2 ; the sum always diverges
'for « - s 2 . For further sums related to the law of the iterated logarithm,
w xsee 3, 4, 8 .
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The proofs consist of two stages. First F itself will be assumed to be
Ž .stable normal , after which the general case is treated. We begin with
three auxiliary lemmas in Section 2, after which Sections 3, 4, and 5 are
devoted to the proofs of Theorems 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Ž . Ž .Throughout we let « - 1r2 say , and assume that 1.4 holds. Following
w x U Ž . U16, Section 3 , we know that S rb « G say , where G is a stablen n
‘ U Ž .distribution with exponent a such that H u dG u s 0. For x G 0,y‘
Ž . Ž . Ž . U Ž . U Ž . U Ž .put C x s 1 y G x q G yx and C x s 1 y G x q G yx .
Throughout, C shall denote absolute positive constants, possibly varying
w xfrom place to place, and x shall denote the largest integer F x.
2. THREE LEMMAS
The first two lemmas are needed for the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3,
respectively.
< < b Ž . yb prŽ byp.LEMMA 2.1. Assume that E X - ‘ and set b « s « , where
1 F p - b - a . For any constant c ) 0,
< < 1r p yb < < bP X G c« n F c E X - ‘.Ž .Ý
Ž .n)b «
Ž . b b r pProof. We first note that k ) b « if and only if k - « k . It
follows that
< < 1r pP X G c« nŽ .Ý
Ž .n)b «
1rp1r p < <s P c« k F X - c« k q 1Ž .Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . kGnn)b «
1rp1r p < <s P c« k F X - c« k q 1Ž .Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž .k)b « b « -nFk
brpbb b r p yb b< <F kP « k F c X - « k q 1Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .k)b «
brpbb b r p b b r p yb b< <F « k P « k F c X - « k q 1Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .k)b «
yb < < bF c E X - ‘.
2 Ž . Mr« 2LEMMA 2.2. Assume that EX - ‘ and set d « s e , where M ) 1.
For any constant c ) 0,
d y2 d dy1 y2 2< < 'log n P X G c« n log n F « M c EX - ‘.Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .n)d «
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Ž . Ž .d Ž 2 .1ydProof. Since k ) d « implies k log k F « rM k log k, it fol-
lows that
d < < 'log n P X G c« n log nŽ . Ž .Ý
Ž .n)d «
ds log nŽ .Ý
Ž .n)d «
< <' '= P c« k log k F X - c« k q 1 log k q 1Ž . Ž .Ý ž /
kGn
ds log nŽ .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž .k)d « d « -nFk
< <' '= P c« k log k F X - c« k q 1 log k q 1Ž . Ž .ž /
dF log nŽ .Ý Ý
Ž . nFkk)d «
= P k log k F «y2 cy2 X 2 - k q 1 log k q 1Ž . Ž .Ž .




= k log kP k log k F «y2 cy2 X 2 - k q 1 log k q 1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .k)d «
1yd2«
y2 y2 2 y2 d dy1 y2 2F « c EX s « M c EX - ‘.ž /M
w xThe final lemma we need is 16, Lemma 2 , which, in turn, is based on an
w xinequality by Fuk and Nagaev 7 .
< < bLEMMA 2.3. Assume that E X - ‘, where 1 - b F 2. For x, y ) 0,
we ha¤e
xryb< <nE X
x r y< < < <P S G x F nP X G y q 2 eŽ .Ž .n b by1ž /< <nE X q xy
xryb< <eE X
x r y< <F nP X G y q 2n .Ž . by1ž /xy
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
3.1. F s G
In this subsection we assume that F s G. Since EX s 0 it follows that
G is also the distribution of S rn1r a. Recall from above that 1 F p -n
r - a .
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. 1.7 holds.
Proof. We have
‘
rr py2 1r py1ra rr py2 1r p< <x C « x dx F n P S G « nŽ . Ž .ÝH n
1 nG1
‘
rr py2 1r py1raF x C « x dx. 3.1Ž . Ž .H
0
1r py1ra Ž .By the variable change y s « x , 3.1 becomes
‘a p
Ža prŽayp..Ž rr py1.y1y C y dyŽ .H
a y p «
Ža prŽayp..Ž rr py1. rr py2 < < 1r pF « n P S G « nŽ .Ý n
nG1
‘a p
Ža prŽayp..Ž rr py1.y1F y C y dy. 3.2Ž . Ž .H
a y p 0
Since
‘a p p Ža prŽayp..Ž rr py1.Ža prŽayp..Ž rr py1.y1 < <y C y dy s E Z ,Ž .H
a y p r y p0
Ž .where Z is a random variable having the distribution G, 3.2 shows that
Ž .1.7 holds.
3.2. F Is in the Normal Domain of Attraction to a Stable Law
Ž .Now 1.4 is assumed to hold. Since we are in the normal domain of
1r a wattraction the normalizing constants are b s Cn , n G 1; see, e.g., 14,n
x Ž . ya prŽayp.p. 107 . As above set a « s « .
PROPOSITION 3.2. We ha¤e




Proof. Let M be a positive number, and set
U< <D s sup P S G b x y C x .Ž .Ž .n n n
x
Then, since GU is continuous, lim D s 0, and son“‘ n
m
1y rr p rr py2lim m n D s 0. 3.4Ž .Ý n
m“‘ ns1
Ž .Hence, using 3.4 , we get
Ua Ž ryp.rŽayp. rr py2 1r p 1r p< <« n P S G « n y C « n rbŽ . Ž .Ý n n
Ž .nFa « M
F « a Ž ryp.rŽayp. nrr py2DÝ n
w Ž . xnF a « M
rrpy1 1yrrpa Ž ryp.rŽayp. rr py2s « a « M a « M n DŽ . Ž . Ý n
w Ž . xnF a « M
1y rrprr py1 rr py2F M a « M n D “ 0 as « o 0.Ž . Ý n
w Ž . xnF a « M
3.5Ž .
Before proceeding we note that so far no use of the assumption about
normal attraction has been made; that assumption is needed in the
remaining part of the proof.
w x < <hBy 11, Lemma 5.2.2, p. 142 , for each h - a , the moments E S rbn n
are uniformly bounded in n. This entails, by virtue of Markov’s inequality
Ž w x.see also 14, p. 163 , that, for all x / 0,
U yh< <P S G b x y C x F Cx . 3.6Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
Ž . 1r aNow specializing 3.6 at h s r and b s Cn yieldsn
U1r p 1r p yr yrr pqrra< <P S G « n y C « n rb F C« n ,Ž . Ž .n n
and so, as rra y 1 - 0,
Urr py2 1r p 1r p< <n P S G « n y C « n rbŽ . Ž .Ý n n
Ž .n)a « M
F C«yr nrray2Ý
Ž .n)a « M
rray1rray1yr rray1 yr ya prŽayp.F C« a « M F CM « «Ž . Ž .
s CM rray1«ya Ž ryp.rŽayp. .
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Therefore, we see that, uniformly with respect to « ) 0,
Ua Ž ryp.rŽayp. rr py2 1r p 1r p< <lim « n P S G « n y C « n rb s 0.Ž . Ž .Ý n n
M“‘ Ž .n)a « M
3.7Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, combining 3.5 with 3.7 yields 3.3 .
Theorem 1 now follows from the propositions and the triangle inequal-
ity.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The proof of Theorem 2 is carried through by modifying, more closely,
w xthe proof in 16 . Also, recall from above that we now have 1 F p - a .
4.1. F s G
As before we thus begin by considering the case F s G.
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1. 1.8 holds.
Proof. We have
‘ 1 1
1r py1ra 1r p< <C « x dx F P S G « nŽ . Ž .ÝH nx n2 nG2
‘ 1
1r py1raF C « x dx. 4.1Ž . Ž .H x1
1r py1ra Ž .By the variable change y s « x , 4.1 becomes
‘ ‘a p 1 1 a p 1
1r p< <C y dy F P S G « n F C y dyŽ . Ž .Ž .ÝH Hna y p y n a y p y« C «nG2
4.2Ž .
Since, for all C ) 0,
‘1 1
lim C y dy s lim C C« s 1,Ž . Ž .Hylog « y«o0 «o0« C
Ž . Ž .4.2 shows that 1.8 holds.
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4.2. F Is Attracted to a Stable Distribution
Ž . 1r a  4We assume that 1.4 holds, that is, b s n h , where h is slowlyn n n
Ž .varying in the sense of Karamata. Let b and b « be as in Lemma 2.1.
PROPOSITION 4.2. We ha¤e
1 1
U1r p 1r p< <lim P S G « n y C « n rb s 0.Ž . Ž .Ý n nylog « n«o0 Ž .nFb «
w xThis is the necessary modification of 16, Proposition 2 , and the proof is,
apart from some trivialities, the same.
PROPOSITION 4.3. We ha¤e
1 1
U 1r plim C « n rb s 0.Ž .Ý nylog « n«o0 Ž .n)b «
U Ž . yaProof. We first observe that C x F Cx for x ) 0 and, hence, that
a1 1 bnU 1r p yaC « n rb F C«Ž .Ý Ýn 1r pž /n n nŽ . Ž .n)b « n)b «
F C«ya na Žgy1r p. , 4.3Ž .Ý
Ž .n)b «
1r aqg  4since b F Cn for any g ) 0 in view of the slow variation of h . Then n
Ž .conclusion now follows by choosing g - a y b rab and by noting that
Ž .the right most expression of 4.3 is dominated by
Ž .a 1rpyg y1Ž .a gy1rp q1ya ya b prŽ byp.C« b « F C« «Ž . Ž .
s C« Žaybya bg . prŽ byp. .
PROPOSITION 4.4. We ha¤e
1 1
1r p< <lim P S ) « n s 0. 4.4Ž .Ž .Ý nylog « n«o0 Ž .n)b «
Proof. Specializing Lemma 2.3 at x s « n1r p and y s « n1r prb yields
1
1r p 1r p< < < <P S G « n F P X G « n rbŽ .Ž .Ý ÝnnŽ . Ž .n)b « n)b «
q C«yb 2 n byŽ b 2 r p.y1.Ý
Ž .n)b «
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An application of Lemma 2.1 now yields
1 22b byb rp1r p b yb< < < <P S G « n F b E X q C« b «Ž .Ž .Ý nnŽ .n)b «
2 Ž 2 .b rp ybyb b prŽ byp.F C q C« « s C ,Ž .
Ž .and 4.4 follows.
Theorem 2 finally follows from the propositions and the triangle in-
equality.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
5.1. F Is Normal
It obviously suffices to prove the conclusion for the case s 2 s 1. We
thus assume, throughout this subsection, that F is the standard normal
Ž . Ž . Ž .distribution function F, and set C x s 1 y F x q F yx , x G 0.
Ž .PROPOSITION 5.1. 1.10 holds.
Proof. We have
d d
‘ log x log nŽ . Ž .
< <' 'C « log x dx F P S G « n log nŽ . Ž .ÝH nx n4 nG4
d
‘ log xŽ . 'F C « log x dx. 5.1Ž .Ž .H x3
Ž .'By putting y s « log x , 5.1 becomes
d
‘ log nŽ .
2 dq1 2 dq2 < < '2 y C y dy F « P S G « n log nŽ . Ž .ÝH nn« log 4' nG4
‘
2 dq1F 2 y C y dy ,Ž .H
« log 3'
Ž .and so 1.10 holds.
5.2. The General Case
We thus assume that X, X , X , . . . are i.i.d. random variables with1 2
Ž . Mr« 2mean 0 and variance 1, and set d « s e , where M ) 1. We first
establish the following fact.
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PROPOSITION 5.2. We ha¤e
dlog nŽ .
2 dq2 < < ' 'lim « P S G « n log n y C « log n s 0.Ž . Ž .Ý nn«o0 Ž .nFd «
Proof. We begin by noting that
dm1 log nŽ .
D “ 0 as m “ ‘, 5.2Ž .Ý ndq1 nlog mŽ . ns1
'< Ž < < . Ž . <where D s sup P S G n x y C x “ 0 as n “ ‘. Hence, usingn x n
Ž .5.2 , we get
dlog nŽ .
2 dq2 < < ' '« P S G « n log n y C « log nŽ . Ž .Ý nnŽ .nFd «
dlog nŽ .
2 dq2F « DÝ nnw Ž .xnF d «
d1 log nŽ .dq12 dq2s « log d « ? DŽ .Ž . Ý ndq1 nlog d «Ž .Ž . w Ž .xnF d «
d1 log nŽ .
dq1F M ? D “ 0Ý ndq1 nlog d «Ž .Ž . w Ž .xnF d «
as « o 0.
PROPOSITION 5.3. We ha¤e, uniformly with respect to all sufficiently small
« ) 0,
dlog nŽ .
2 dq2 'lim « C « log n s 0.Ž .Ý nM“‘ Ž .n)d «
Ž . Ž .Proof. For sufficiently small « ) 0 independent of M , we have d «
Ž . ') e and d « y 1 G d « , and soŽ .
d d
‘log n log xŽ . Ž .' 'C « log n F C « log x dxŽ . Ž .Ý Hn xŽ .d « y1Ž .n)d «
d
‘ log xŽ . 'F C « log x dx.Ž .H xŽ .'d «
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'The change of variable y s « log x now leads to
d
‘log nŽ .
2 dq2 2 dq1'« C « log n F 2 y C y dy ,Ž .Ž .Ý Hn Mr2'Ž .n)d «
and we are done.
PROPOSITION 5.4. We ha¤e
dlog nŽ .
2 dq2 < < 'lim lim sup « P S G « n log n s 0. 5.3Ž .Ž .Ý nnM“‘ «o0 Ž .n)d «
' 'Proof. Lemma 2.3 with x s « n log n , y s « n log n r3, and b s 2
yields
dlog nŽ .
< < 'P S G « n log nŽ .Ý nnŽ .n)d «
d < < 'F log n P X G « n log n r3Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .n)d «
54e3 1
q ,Ý6 3yd« n log nŽ .Ž .n)d «
which, together with Lemma 2.2, shows that
d y6log n C«Ž .
dy1 y2 d< < 'P S G « n log n F 9M « q .Ž .Ý n 2ydn log d «Ž .Ž .Ž .n)d «
Therefore,
dlog nŽ .
2 dq2 dy1 2 dy2< < '« P S G « n log n F 9M « q CM ,Ž .Ý nnŽ .n)d «
Ž .and so 5.3 follows.
The theorem now follows from the propositions.
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